Crochet Luna cowl poncho
Easy
Designed by Clare Sullivan and Claudia of the Crochet Luna Podcast
Video tutorial - https://youtu.be/DRpVPTQ20F8
2 x 5 oz/141 grams Red Heart Fashion soft number 3/DK/8ply yarn in the
colour Kelly Green
8mm crochet hook
2 stitch markers, yarn needle, scissors and tape measure
Measure from the base of your neck to the end of your shoulder
Even amount of foundation stitches or chains
1.

2.

Leave a 6 inch tail, foundation dc or make a chain that is 1 inch bigger than head measurement that you are making it for. Being
careful not to twist, join with a slip stitch
Sprial version - one colour - For 2 or more colours see directions below for joining rounds
Sc in the next stitch, hdc in the next stitch, dc in the next - dc around
We are now working in a spiral and will not join at the ends of the rounds
Continue working in dc until you have the cowl (neck) section as long as you want it - I did 14 inches
Leave a stitch marker to mark the start of the poncho and use your other stitch marker to mark the beginning of your rounds
Increasing








1 dc in the next stich, inc in the next, 1 dc in the next stitch, inc into the next, repeat around
1 dc into each stitch
1 dc into each stitch
Repeat the last 3 rounds until from the stitch marker that marks the end of the cowl equals your
shoulder measurement - measure from the base of your neck to the end of your shoulder
Repeat rounds 3-5 one more time
Dc in each stitch for the length that you want your poncho. When you reach the length desired, work a
hdc into the next stitch and a sc in to the next, slip stitch into the next stitch and finish off
Joining rounds - more than 1 colour
Once you have completed round 1, ch 3, dc into each stitch around. Join to the first stitch with a slip
stitch
Repeat last round until the length of your cowl (neck section) is long enough. I did 14 inches
You will be working the increase rounds the same as the spiral version except you will be joining at the
end of your rounds. You will do this by joining to the first stitch with a slip stitch. Each time you start a
new round
Thank you for choosing my pattern, happy crochet, Clare xx
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